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The Arabic language
loves long sentences
and long wars.
It loves never-ending songs
and late nights
and weeping over ruins.
It loves working
for a long life
and a long death.

We cross borders lightly
like clouds.
Nothing carries us,
but as we move on
we carry rain,
and an accent,
and a memory
of another place.
From the poem "Tablets"

Dunya MIkhail, The Iraqi Nights, New York: New Directions, 2014
Translated by Kareem James Abu-Zeid
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Mare Nostrum: Troubled waters ?
Ihab Shabana

Migration is a perpetual issue between European and Arab states that, given the fact that current conflicts are
still raging in the Middle East, will soon need re-evaluation. During the two previous decades, the approach to
the migration question has been addressed with investments and securitization. Have these methods worked?
And, more importantly, can this approach reach the roots of the problem?
Migration flows are not a novelty or a post–modern social phenomenon. It has been an essential and inextricable part of political, social, and economic evolution throughout the centuries. Of course, the modern migration movements have been
well-documented, treated with a more scientific approach, and, undoubtedly, have been more recognisable as a formative factor of our global scene as opposed to in earlier times when migration documentation was lacking. In the end of the 19th and
the beginning of the 20th centuries, the Mediterranean itinerary used to be southwards. The peoples of the European colonial empires, including their spheres of influence, immigrated to the northern shores of the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region, but also moved towards the Arabian Peninsula. Thus, French, English, Italian, Germans, and even Greeks,
settled in these colonies or in parts of the Ottoman Empire, either in the framework of colonization or just in their endeavour to search for better life opportunities.
The shift from southwards to northwards movement was made mainly with the post–war industrialization of Europe, when
human resources were imperatively needed. The migrants came primarily from southern Europe but also from the MENA
region. After the oil crisis of 1973-74, the movement, which by then was mostly regulated by bilateral agreements, was conducted either by family reunifications or by illegal flux, gradually causing the so–called security problems for Europe. Growing political instability in the Arab world became a matter of concern for European policy makers. On the other side of the
Mediterranean, migration became a pulverizing factor regarding rising unemployment, economic stagnation, the emergence
of Islamism, and the demographic boom. Stricter migration control and EU’s interventionism in Arabs’ policies on migration
issues—such as diplomatic pressures for accepting the repatriation of illegal migrants or the visa regimes—sometimes became a point of attrition for both sides.1 At the same time, EU’s unilateral approach was followed by an endeavour to miniUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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mize the factors that caused Arab migration and to contribute to the Arab–Israeli peace process. Yet, Arab scholars viewed
European policy-making and approach as paternalistic. The literature that many scholars adopt—like Emmanuelle Blanc who
argues that European migration policy before the 21st century was normative and based on factors of social justice2—does not
illustrate an accurate picture. Europe’s policy on migration has always been based principally on economic and ethnic criteria.
The fears of racial, religious, and social demographic changes were always a strong influence on Europe’s migration policy.
Cooperation between the two sides was initiated by France, which led the Mediterranean Forum and then the 5+5 summits,
inaugurating a Euro–Mediterranean dialogue concerning regional, economic, and political cooperation and integration issues
and the management of illegal migration flux. France at the time was also highly concerned about the Algerian civil war,
which caused thousands of refugees to flee to its territory. Nevertheless, even after the Cairo Conference in 1994 and the relative Action Plan for migration, dialogue frameworks were not encouraged in practice. With the Barcelona Process, which
came in 1995, an unprecedented deal was consolidated that lied in three axes: security, economic development, and social justice.3 Essentially, the Barcelona Process validated the European hegemony over its Arab counterparts, but at the same time
it also formalized already existing
trading and security arrangements, giving almost nothing
new to the above-mentioned
axes of the Process. As far as migration and security issues were
concerned, the main priority for
the EU was to achieve a wider
protection of its external frontiers. This could be achieved with
the assistance of the MENA
countries, which would prevent
migration flows not only from
their own population but also
from other African or Asian people using MENA countries to
pass through to Europe. This led
to the externalization of border
control, that is, European countries (i.e. Spain or Italy) someUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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times directly controlling parts of the Arab countries’ borders.4 The target of the countries of origin, the Arab ones, was financial gain from these agreements and a more favourable approach to the Arab–Israeli conflict.
The Arab incentives reveal a growing socio-economic complication. The open door (infitah) policies and the sometimes rough
enforcement of neoliberal programmes in the MENA region in the previous decades did not stabilize and consolidate growth
in the Arab economies, as the IMF and the World Bank had expected. The 2002 Arab Human Development Report mentioned that the Arab economies were stagnated and that increasing poverty also led to further inequalities (i.e. gender).5 The
free trade agreement (by 2010) that was endorsed in the Barcelona Process would favour the convergence of the economies
between the two shores of the Mediterranean and would intercept the northwards migration flows. Failure to achieve this
target and the worsening of the MENA economies created a suffocating environment in the everyday economy. The authoritarian populist Arab regimes gradually lost their middle class, as liberalization and privatization started to outplace even the
minimum of the traditional populist policies. This disintegration caused further migration pressures, and while the Gulf States
at the time had decided to choose more Asian migrants than Arab, the European route was a one-way street. Thus, in 2004,
the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) was launched and a further securitization of migration management was imposed: now migration was linked not just with compatible crime, but clearly with terrorism.
These initiatives contributed to further disproportions and recession in the Arab World in two main aspects: first, the import
restraint of agricultural products and textiles from the MENA region in favour of imports from the southern European countries, although some restrictions were partially lifted gradually under the fear of uncontrolled migration.6 Secondly, the Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) with the cooperation of the IMF created a boost in light and heavy industry; nonetheless, this
field was politically and not technocratically organized, benefiting families and people closer to the regimes.7 Meanwhile,
the demographical boom in the MENA countries has been vast (79.5 in 1970 and 202 millions in 2010) and, as the unemployment or underemployment was growing, the pressure became even stronger. Furthermore, the same period saw southern Europe becoming an attractive region for emigration, with loans and aid packages for private investments from the EU
being received by Greece, Spain, Italy, and Portugal, creating a sense of economic euphoria. At the same time, some other projects were running regarding migration, especially its restraint or even halt when necessary, and the issue of repatriation. The
High Level Working Group (HLWG) on asylum and migration, launched in 1998, focused on the causes of migration and the
prevention of migration flows. This group has been accused several times of using repressive methods to migration.8 Two other
groups operating with regard to the enhancement of economic activity in the Mediterranean were REDWG—with a focus in
the Gaza Strip and the West Bank—and MENAEC.
The ENP also resulted in a stalemate. The rise of Islamism alongside the rise of drugs, arms, and human smuggling posed a
threat for the EU. The EU undermined all the initiatives by making bilateral agreements with Arab states regarding migration, and by turning a blind eye to the Middle East crisis. Likewise, the Arabs’ stance on the issue was mostly ambiguous: apart
UNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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from Morocco, which saw its domestic human resources as an export good, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, and Syria, more or less
after the middle 1970s, encouraged emigration and the return of the expatriate savings home, in order to benefit from the remittances.9 The western interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq, the continuing instability in the Palestinian Territories, and
the general political upheaval in the Middle East are some additional main sources for migrant and refugee flows from the
MENA region in the 21st century. The European countries, especially those with already existing strong migrant networks,
are still trying to find a modus vivendi to reduce immigration, and a common European policy. Thus, the subsequent abrogation of the ”Schengenland”, especially from France, reveals a great distress concerning intra-European movement by third
countries citizens and a demand to address this matter.
In search of economic and social integration, the ENP was transformed, in 2008, into the Union for the Mediterranean (UfM)
under the auspices of French President Sarkozy. Sarkozy was highly concerned with the influx of Maghrebi migrants to
France and he admitted that the time has come for “the Mediterranean and Europe to realise that their destinies are tied together”.10 The Euromed tried to find a coherent identity and policy that would not be consolidated in the previous agreements.
Many partners did not share his enthusiasm (i.e. the German Chancellor Merkel), since they accused him of an endeavour to
extract European funds for France’s migration policy. Sarkozy, however, maintained his position about stricter migration
management, dealing with regional peace and new trade agreements.
Free trade cooperation, economic competitiveness, and job creation in the Arab countries did not substitute migration pressures. On the contrary, they created bigger internal social gaps in Arab societies, while some scholars predicted that this
would lead, together with pressures in the Arab labour market, to social turbulences.11 Ultimately, the prospect of reducing
or halting migration flows is a scenario that maybe Europe itself does not really desire, and reveals the ambiguity of European migration policy. Halting migration could mean that Europe would not be in need anymore of cheap labour resources.
This could indicate a dramatic decline to its wealth rates. Furthermore, equally integrating Arab economies would be a selfeliminating process for Europe. The Arab economies, with the measures taken, failed to become equally competitive with the
European ones, while the roots of the problems causing migration flows have not really been addressed. Furthermore, EU
policies might not wish to further empower Arab economies, mainly for two reasons: first, because this could undermine its
power and hegemony in the region; second, it always needs to have a human resource tank in order to draw from it cheap
labour.

UNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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The dawn of the
“refugee-warriors”:
rebel recruitment among the Syrian refugee
population in Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon
Marina Eleftheriadou

The over-fixation with the recruitment of foreign fighters, who supposedly “flood” the Syrian civil war, has overshadowed the recruitment that takes place inside the Syrian refugee camps. However, the prospect of militarisation of the refugee camps and the establishment of a refugee-warrior force might, in the long run, pose bigger
challenges to peace and security in the host states and the wider region.
Well into its fourth year, the Syrian civil war appears to have no end in sight. As the conflict drags on, the main concern for
the involved parties is to maintain a steady flow of resources that will enable them to hold their positions and strengthen
against their adversaries, until a military or diplomatic breakthrough brings the conflict to an end. Human resources are particularly important in this quest. The ability of the belligerents to renew and enhance their fighting force determines their
prospects to sustain the fight and to come victorious out of it. Hence, the patterns of recruitment, in terms of quantity and
quality, lie at the centre of any effort to comprehend and analyse protracted civil wars, like the Syrian one.
The recruitment efforts, particularly those of radical Islamist anti-Assad groups, have garnered increasing interest from the
research community. Whereas the flow of foreign fighters in the Syrian front has dominated the relevant debate, recruitment among Syrian refugees has attracted disproportionately little attention. This apparent ‘disparate treatment’ is highly surprising, because refugees constitute an extremely common pool of recruits that has been repeatedly exploited by rebels across
time and cases.
UNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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A sizeable flow of refugees, of the magnitude generated by the multiple levels and dyads of conflict within the Syrian civil
war, indisputably carries a heavy weight. Predominantly, it is of humanitarian nature. Highly traumatised and helpless, the
refugees require a swift and inclusive provision for their basic needs. A daunting challenge in any case; it might become overwhelming for ‘vulnerable’ host states. They can easily lose control of the dynamics unleashed by the refugee presence, in
terms of humanitarian relief, as well as internal and external linkages and balances.
Likewise, the umbilical cord between the
refugee community and the conflict zone is
rarely totally detached. As a result, especially in the case of a still unfolding refugee
crisis, the dividing line between civilian and
military, which is essential for preserving
the neutral humanitarian character of the
camps, is difficult to draw and maintain, as
it cuts fuzzily across social, familial, and
personal ties. In the context of this interconnectivity, rebel forces blend among the
incoming refugee population, gradually
transforming the camps into fluid safe
havens, where, inter alia, their forces recuperate, arm, and recruit new fighters. In the
context of the refugee camps’ militarisation,
refugee-warriors sustain the streaming line
between the conflict zone and the surrounding environment, and as such, they
are inherently disruptive to the balances
and the level of violence within the host
countries and the wider region. Although the militarisation of refugee camps is a multifaceted phenomenon with various
root causes, recruitment among civilians is perhaps one of the most defining features.
Syrian refugees, according to UNHCR data, have exceeded 3 million people. The majority has found refuge in neighbouring
countries - namely Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon - while smaller groups of refugees are hosted in Iraq and Egypt.1 Recruitment
campaigns, reportedly, are underway in the three main host countries (Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon), although they present difUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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ferent characteristics, as a result of the nature of the refugee population and the stance (and/or capacity) of the host country.
In Turkey, prima facie, the civilian-military divide is enforced, albeit on Turkish soil. Given that Turkey has stakes in the Syrian conflict, Ankara could not but provide military support to the anti-Assad forces. Yet, the presence of a large number of civilian refugees is reminiscent - to use the cliché for these cases - of Palestinian experiences in Jordan and Lebanon. To avoid a
Black September or a Cairo Agreement, Ankara detached the Syrian military cadre from its civilian backbone.
Military-orientated camps are concentrated in Hatay province. Conveniently contained within this southward dip of the Syrian-Turkish border, military defectors organise and communicate with external actors, but also recuperate from fighting,
heal the wounded, and train the next round of fighters; all under tight Turkish supervision. The civilian aspect of these camps
is reduced to the families of fighters, organised under the ever-widening Free Syrian Army (FSA) umbrella.2 Nevertheless, the
bulk of the civilian population is allocated along several dispersed camps across the long stretch of borderline up to the Iraqi
border.
However, the Turkish plan to control the level and the location of the refugee militarisation seems to falter under the heavy
refugee flow and the complexities of the conflict. With over 70% of the refugee population residing outside the designated
camps,3 Turkish security forces realistically cannot overview all on-going interactions, even in mundane situations like the
alleged Syrian rebels’ shopping sprees in large towns in Hatay.4 How much recruiting takes place outside the Turkish cordon
has been a matter of speculation. Yet, due to Ankara’s several misguided choices, as well as the inherent decentralisation
within the opposition and the foreign involvement, it is definitely an increasing trend.
The main beneficiaries of this de facto loosening supervision are the radical Islamist forces.5 The Ankara-approved recruiters
of the past, who distributed application forms dictated by the Turkish security forces and offered medical treatment in return for joining in,6 are replaced. Now elderly sheikhs approach loitering youths under different terms: the shame of the current inaction as opposed to the potential for grandeur offered by radical Islamist groups, such as Jabhat al-Nusra and the
Islamic State.7 This shift can be attributed to the persisting lack of unity and effective command and control within the FSA,
which allowed antagonistic anti-Assad forces to claim a role and space within the conflict zone and, by extension, in refugees’
hearts and minds. The lack of unity within the main – moderate - opposition force was also behind Turkey’s decision to support covertly radical Islamist groups like al-Nusra, which demonstrated greater cohesion and effectiveness in battle. Equally
misguided and damaging has been the lax policy towards foreign fighters, whose arrival in south Turkey and cross-over to
Syria was treated for a long time by the security forces with a type of conscious negligence.
Similar patterns are evident in Jordan. Although Amman has not taken an equally firm pro-opposition stance as Turkey, it has
UNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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allowed the operation of FSA militants inside Jordan. Accordingly, Amman has made efforts to separate the military and the
civilian population. Members of the FSA are settled in different locations, at a distance from the main refugee camps.8 In reality, however, Jordan has allowed recruitment to take place among civilians, as FSA operatives, reportedly, recruit with ease
in the Za’atari refugee camp. According to reports, there are unofficial, but barely concealed, recruitment offices inside the
refugee camp, while recruiters openly walk around the tents with loudspeakers calling the refugees to sign up, and preachers in makeshift mosques urge their audience to actively support the struggle.9 Some refugees join in out of conviction, while
others do so for the financial compensation that the fighters receive or the priority in the aid distribution and better housing
conditions for their families.10
Although there are no reliable reports that radical Islamist forces are recruiting inside the refugee camps, most probably Jordan experiences a similar (to Turkey) trend. Given that Jordanians constitute one of the largest groups of foreign nationals
who have joined ISIS, it is highly possible that Islamic State supporters operate and recruit inside the camps.
Lebanon presents a rather different picture. Due to Beirut’s desperate effort to protect itself from a Syrian civil war spill-over,
the availability of more friendly neighbouring states where FSA can operate relatively freely, and perhaps Hezbollah’s vigilance, there is no evidence of FSA activity inside Lebanon. Nevertheless, there are some reports that FSA fighters operate on
the border area to help coordinate the funnelling of supplies inside Syria.11 While FSA does not seem to actively recruit among
the refugees in Lebanon, radical Islamist groups appear to be active. What is particularly alarming in the Lebanese case is that
radical Islamist groups seem to have established a foothold inside the Palestinian refugee camps, where the limited presence
of Lebanese security forces and the weakness of traditional Palestinian forces has allowed these groups a free hand.12
The militarisation of the Syrian refugee camps does not produce the type of sensational headlines as the western-born and
educated foreign fighters. However, experience has shown that these situations rarely remain confined. Instead, they often
acquire their own self-generating dynamics that negatively affect the civilian refugees, the host states and populations, and
the stability and security of the wider region. The more protracted the Syrian civil war gets, the more evident these repercussions will become.

NOTES
All links accessed on 27/12/2014
1. UNCHR, “Syria Regional Refugee Response”, http://data.unhcr.org/syrianrefugees/regional.php Surprisingly (and shamefully as one
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Is Europe going with the flow?
Elisavet Paraskeva - Gkizi

The ongoing crises in Syria and Iraq have caused an enormous influx of refugees worldwide - one of the most
significant ones since World War II. Europe constitutes by far the top destination for asylum seekers, while it is
struggling to deal with the financial recession, the rise of anti-immigrant sentiments, the encroachment of far
right ideologies, and the growing threat of terrorism.
In many European countries the perception of asylum seekers as a threat to social cohesion and as a security threat contributed to the implementation of emergency measures to curb illegal immigration. In this context, due to concerns over possible terrorist attacks on European soil by European militants returning home or by fighters who may pose as refugees in order
to enter Europe after fighting for the “Islamic State”, the European Commission funded, last November, an airline passenger
data sharing system.1
The passenger name record (PNR) scheme will oblige airlines to give EU countries the data of passengers entering or leaving the EU, in order to prevent serious crime and transnational terrorism on European soil. To set up this program, France
awarded the largest share of funds (€17.8 million) to the European Commission, given that France is the second biggest destination for asylum seekers in Europe (65,000 applicants in 2013) after Germany (127,000 applicants in 2013), as well as the
country of origin of the largest number of jihadists among all European countries.2
Last September, French Interior Minister Bernard Cazeneuve declared that “around 930 French citizens or residents, including at least 60 women, are either actively engaged in jihad in Iraq and Syria or are planning to go there”.3 Actually, on November 19, three French jihadist fighters have called on Muslims in France not only to join them, but also to attack targets
on French soil. This action was condemned by the French Muslim Council (CFCM), as well as by the majority of French Muslims who has denounced Islamic extremism.
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For the past twenty years, France is struggling - with no success - to integrate immigrants of second and third generation in
French society, as more than 750 Sensitive Urban Zones, considered “no-go” zones by the French police, continue to exist on
French soil.4 It is estimated that about five million Muslims live in these areas, widely considered as breeding grounds for extremism, given that the lack of integration is often associated with the promotion of Islamic terrorism. Moreover, French
people and authorities misunderstand asylum-seekers and refugees and see them as immigrants who come to stay in their
country.5
Furthermore, after French
far-right leader Marine Le
Pen’s strong demands for improved surveillance and
tougher border controls, the
French parliament approved,
last September 16, a new antiterror bill aimed at preventing
potential jihadists from travelling to Iraq, Syria or elsewhere by confiscating their
passports.
In this environment, accusations of violations of fundamental rights, as well as forced
removals and repatriations
have significantly increased. In
addition, 45,000 refugees and
asylum seekers have been deprived of personal liberty and about 80% of asylum applications have been rejected, leading many asylum seekers to live on
the streets.6
On the contrary, the approval rate for Syrian asylum applications in Germany was close to 100% in 2013. Moreover, Germany
has granted temporary residence permit for those who have a refugee status and a treatment equal to that of German citizens, concerning social welfare benefits. In addition, last June, German authorities agreed to accept 10,000 more Syrian
refugees, refraining from forced repatriations to Syria.7
UNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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However, while applications for asylum increase, the racist backlash against Germany’s refugee population augments. The
German government failed to reimburse cities and towns for the cost of refugee accommodation; consequently, across Germany, cities are full with refugees’ camps, shelters, and hostels with bad housing conditions and minimum living standards.
For the past two years, in small German towns, like Bielefeld, natives watch an influx of foreigners of a different cultural and
religious background coming and settling in their towns. The growing fear of asylum refugees in Germany unites the far-right
front, gangs and hooligans, who aim to exploit these xenophobic sentiments. In fact, a survey by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation (FES) in Berlin found that the middle class is more receptive to ideas of the far right, especially on the growing skepticism towards the place of Islam and refugees in Germany. Furthermore, 42% of respondents did not believe that asylum
seekers were genuinely politically persecuted in their home countries.8
According to the results of this survey, it is indicative that in 2014 alone, there were over 200 demonstrations against refugees
all over the country. Noteworthy for its political repercussions was one demonstration that took place last October 26th in
Cologne, organized by a group calling itself “Hooligans Against Salafists”, during which about 5,000 people demonstrated against
Jihadist Islam. The authorities fear that the hooligans participating in the demonstration have neo-Nazi ties and are guided by
political motives, and that the crises in Syria and Iraq provide them with a great opportunity to realize their ambitions.9
The fear of radical Islam can always be politically attractive; especially since state authorities, through the German Interior
Minister Thomas de Maiziere, warn (October 28th) that Germany’s security situation is critical due to radical Islam. The minister identified this fear with the prospect of German jihadists returning from Syria, the emergence of lone-wolfs, as well as
the violent clashes on German streets, reflecting the conflicts of the Middle East. In fact, the street battles between Salafists
and local Kurds are quite often in various German cities.
The domestic intelligence agency (BfV) believes that 450 people have traveled from Germany to join the jihadists in Syria and
Iraq and around 150 of them have returned. The German authorities fear that these numbers are rising, as there is a sharp
increase in ultra-conservative Salafism in Germany, which serves as fertile ground for recruitment. According to domestic intelligence Chief Hans-Georg Maassen, today there are more than 6,300 Salafists in the country, compared to 3,800, three
years ago.
On the other hand, the four main Muslim associations in Germany have condemned Islamic extremism, making clear that
all German Muslims should be united, in order to confront not only the extremist propaganda but also the anti-Muslim hate
crimes. Moreover, according to Azize Tank - a member of parliament - the most effective way to prevent young Muslims to
join extremist groups is the diminution of discrimination in the German labor market.
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Undoubtedly, access to the labor market is an essential step toward socio-economic integration. Last November, after persisting demands from German states, the Bundesrat approved unemployment benefits for refugees. Moreover, the Federal
Government has announced that it will provide each of Germany’s 13 states with up to 500 million euros ($622 million) to finance sufficient housing and care for refugees.
In the meantime, as Germany is trying to improve the living conditions of refugees and asylum seekers, countries like Sweden and Belgium receive notably more asylum-seekers in relation to the size of their population, while others like Greece,
Malta, and Cyprus struggle with no success to reach the minimum standards set forth by EU law, concerning refugee reception and processing conditions. On top of that, there are serious allegations from European countries that Italy violates the
Dublin III Regulation by allowing refugees to leave the country, without applying for asylum.10 According to this regulation,
when asylum seekers and refugees reach a European country for the first time, then this country must accept them and proceed with their asylum application process.
Europe is struggling to control the flow of refugees and asylum seekers, mainly due to the lack of a successful common asylum system. A system like that could provide a fairer distribution of refugees, as only five European countries (Sweden, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, and France) take in 75% of all refugees in the EU. Despite the fact that Europe will introduce,
in mid-2015, the “Common European Asylum System” (CEAS), EU’s new Commissioner for Migration, Home Affairs, and Citizenship Dimitris Avramopoulos urges for a more enhanced and cohesive asylum policy than ever before.11
The common management of Europe’s external borders, including search and rescue operations, is more essential than ever.
Europe is facing the challenge of agreeing on a unanimous plan, acceptable from all EU members. This is very substantial in
order to deal with the enormous influx of refugees and its big impact on European societies, in a social, political, and religious
context. Hopefully, this will reduce to the minimum the number of people who die in their effort to reach Europe, who in 2014
alone amounted to 3,300.
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The Maghreb: Live it or Leave it
Stavros I. Drakoularakos

The refugee issue within the Maghreb area cannot be limited to the recent exodus of refugees from Syria due to
the ongoing civil war. The region of the Maghreb is comprised of four countries: Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and
Libya. This region on the northern part of Africa represents a nexus for the people of two different continents
whose endgame is to get to Europe. One can distinguish four different nationalities of refugees: the Sahrawis, the
Sub-Saharans, the Libyans and the Syrians. Their status as well as their living conditions varies from country to
country.
The Sahrawis and the forty-year-anniversary
They live in the Western Sahara and have been in a state of limbo for the past forty years, ever since Morocco and Mauritania annexed it in 1975. Their status concerns mainly Algeria and to an extent the Kingdom of Morocco. Their number cannot be accurately calculated; it is safe, however, to estimate that in the Polisario territory there are between 90,000 and 165,000
people.1 In the Algerian part of the Sahara, they reside in five refugee camps located in the South – near the city of Tindouf.
Living for the past decades in these camps – isolated in the harsh desert environment – the Sahrawi refugees face challenges
that make them dependable on international humanitarian aid. The Algerian government has been taking measures in order
to offer healthcare and education to the population, as well as to provide security assistance to the personnel of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in place.2 Although the Sahrawis seem to be able to leave the camps at
will, their ability to make a living on the outside is impeded by the Algerian government. The Tindouf camps are run by the
Polisario Front – an independence movement for the Western Sahara at odds with Morocco on its sovereignty claims – while
the UN peacekeeping mission in place lacks the mandate to conduct regular human rights monitoring. This has led to a significant number of human rights violations that cannot be controlled or even dealt with.3
On the Moroccan side of things, past and current administrations suggest that the Sahrawi camps and the territory controlled by the Polisario Front are viewed as a black hole of terrorism and anarchy, with the Moroccan media endlessly focusing
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on the plight of the Syrian and Palestinian population, all the while ignoring the dire situation at their front door. The Western Sahara was under Spanish rule until 1975 when Spain withdrew from the territory, hastily forgetting its promise to the
Sahrawi population for a referendum that would determine their fate. With the territory’s future in flux, both Morocco and
Mauritania invaded, resulting in the displacement of tens of thousands of people. The Polisario Front – an armed Sahrawi rebel
group from which a government emerged – was created, turning the unresolved issue into a decades–spanning political deadlock involving Morocco, Algeria, the United States and France.4 Needless to say, Western Sahara remains classified by the
United Nations as a “non-self-governing territory”.
The Sub-Saharans at the epicenter of the racist agenda
The Sub-Saharans originate primarily from the Mali and Nigeria. They are located predominately in Algeria and Morocco,
while a small percentage is found in Tunisia. They are running away from their war and famine-ridden home countries. Their
access to Morocco has been hindered by stricter restrictions and stronger border control measures for illegal migrants. Their
objective is to reach Spain, through the Spanish cities of Ceuta and Melilla. Since transit through Morocco has proven a difficult endeavor, the migrants have been trying
to gain access to Europe through the South
of Algeria, near the
cities of Tamanrasset,
Bessar and Ouargla. Although, their presence
was confined there in
the beginning, matters
in the past few months
took a turn for the
worse. The Sub-Saharans began to move up
North and started
reaching central urban
cities such as Algiers,
Oran and Annaba. This
led – at first – the Algerian people to get in
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touch with the migrants and sympathize with their plight. Nonetheless, as months went by, sympathy turned into apathy, with
the Algerian government taking measures to crack down on the migrants engaging in illegal activities such as money trafficking, contraband, prostitution, illegal immigration and even begging. The rationale behind these measures was that the migrants might be taking advantage of the kindhearted Algerian people in order to fund terrorist activities. While this particular
decision framed mainly the Syrian refugees, the Sub-Saharans were thrown in the pot as well.
As a result, refugees are widely considered a menace to security and health in Algeria and there is a will to send them back
to refugee camps in the South for the purpose of dealing with them from there. This opinion, while not shared by the totality of the Algerian political arena, is one that represents a strong majority of the population. As Lakhdar Benkhellaf, a member of parliament for the Front of Justice and Development party, suggested on September 14th 2014: “As a neighboring and
Muslim country, we need to take care of these people but in an organized area. We need to install camps so that the migrants can no
longer stay in front of the mosques, the markets and the streets, where they piss off Algerians”.5 With such official political proclamations, it is no wonder that attacks on Sub-Saharans are multiplying in Algeria. One, for instance, was the violent chasing
out of Sub-Saharan Africans from the western district of Algiers (Gué de Constantine) by the Algerian population. Moreover,
their camps were set on fire to ensure that they wouldn’t consider coming back.6 With popular opinion nowadays effortlessly propagating the slogan that the African refugees are AIDS-ridden, dirty, lazy and jobless, one can safely conclude that
racism is widespread and at an all-time high in Algeria.
In Tunisia, the Sub-Saharans are situated mostly in the Choucha refugee camp, near the Libyan border. It was established for
the sole purpose of receiving Libyan refugees and was left to its own devices after their departure. Its facilities have now been
reclaimed by refugees from the Mali and Nigeria, who lack permanent access to food, water or assistance. It is known as a
“ghost town” for the few hundred refugees who have taken up residence there that are waiting for the opportunity to move
up North.
The Libyans playing the waiting game
In contrast to the Sub-Saharans and the Sahrawis, the Libyans do not reside in refugee camps. They are mostly found in the
neighboring country of Tunisia, which was the nearest safe haven when the Libyan civil crisis took a turn for the worse. A
significant amount of the Libyan refugees are businessmen and tourists who found themselves without a secure country to
go back to. Some were stranded in other Maghreb countries such as Algeria or Morocco but chose to travel to Tunisia in
order to be as close as possible to Libya, if or when the living conditions would improve. During the first two years, Tunisia
welcomed the Libyan refugees with open arms and installed them in “reception centers” for lack of a better word. These centers should not be confused with the refugee camps mentioned above. The facilities provided and the living conditions were
miles apart from the ones the Sub-Saharans and the Sahrawis still have to manage with.
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Nevertheless, as time went by and waves of Libyan refugees overwhelmed Tunisia, the facilities started getting overpopulated,
forcing the Tunisian government to close its borders with Libya.7 Their presence – estimated at 1.8 million (nearly 1/3 of the
Libyan population) – is felt in such a way that the Tunis district Ennasr is now nicknamed “Little Tripoli”. Nowadays, the only
way to get to Tunisia from Libya is either through illegal means or when one can unquestionably prove that his country of
destination is reachable and willing to receive him.8 Egyptians, for instance, who were stranded in Libya, were unable to go
through Tunisia because the Egyptian government denied their re-entry.
The Syrians and the immigration Ping-Pong game
Similarly to the Libyans, the Syrians have fled their home country or are unable to return to it due to the ongoing civil war.
The main difference with the former is that the Syrians, ever since their forced exile, have been trying to reach Europe by any
country necessary. They have been travelling all over the Maghreb in search of a country with borders loose enough to provide them with a way to cross over. There is a multitude of reported incidents concerning Syrians going back and forth between Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, sometimes forcefully but often voluntarily. Their number is nearly impossible to estimate,
but it is safe to count them in the tens of thousands. The situation has even taken a diplomatic turn concerning Morocco and
Algeria, each accusing the other of getting rid of the Syrian refugees by “throwing them” across the border to the other country.9 One should take into account the fact that the borders between the two countries are closed since 1994 due to a diplomatic incident (caused by a terrorist attack on Moroccan soil) as well as to the unresolved issue of Western Sahara – in which
Algeria antagonizes Morocco by providing support to the Polisario Front and its quest for independence.
Being effectively unable to reach Europe because of the newly enforced border control measures, the Syrian refugees have
been rerouting to Libya. As the country’s borders are being unofficially regarded as a no man’s land and are swiftly becoming a default departure point, clandestine operations smuggle – at a very heavy cost – refugees from the North of Libya to
Malta or to the Italian island of Lampedusa – the latter being such a “popular” destination that a reception center had to be
built.10
Attempting to present the status of the refugees in the Maghreb area is akin to peeling an onion. Each layer follows another,
with each refugee group enduring dissimilar but intertwined hardships that cannot be constrained to a country by country
case study. One thing can be said for certain: with the exception of the Sahrawi community, Libyans, Sub-Saharans and Syrians, all consider North Africa as a transit point, and eye the European continent as the “El Dorado” that could very possibly
bring their misfortune to an end.
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Syrian Refugees in Egypt:
Between Scylla and Charybdis
Evangelos Diamantopoulos

Egypt faces the socioeconomic effects of the Syrian conflict and tries to cope with the growing refugee burden.
The “open-door policy” towards Syrians during Morsi’s rule has been replaced by a more suspicious and restrictive attitude under the current regime. The Syrians who fled their war-torn country are perceived as a national
security threat. This change of policies and attitude towards Syrians in Egypt has led many of them to try to
cross the Mediterranean and reach the European shores. Meanwhile, the international community’s aid has been
limited and fragmented towards the pressing matter of refugees.
The Syrian civil war has forced more than three million people to flee their homes and seek shelter abroad. Apart from neighboring Lebanon, Turkey, and Jordan that host the biggest communities of Syrian refugees, a significant number of them have
managed to reach Egypt. According to the latest UNHCR figures, almost 140,000 Syrians have officially been registered with
their Egyptian branch, but the Egyptian government estimates that the actual number of refugees from Syria may be as high
as 300,000.1 The Muslim Brotherhood government adopted an offensive stance against President Assad and welcomed the
Syrian immigrants, but the regime change in Cairo signaled a shift in the Egyptian stance on the issue. Moving to the land of
the Pyramids became increasingly difficult for refugees, and the public opinion grew suspicious of their presence there. More
and more Syrians decide to abandon Egypt and try to reach Europe illegally by sea in a desperate attempt for a better future.
Although some Western countries have promised to help the local governments lift the burden of refugees, their aid is considered inadequate so far.
Under Mohamed Morsi’s rule, the Syrians who sought shelter in Egypt were greeted with open arms by the State and most
of society. The Islamist government supported Syrian refugees by offering them residency visas, helping them to find employment, providing them with healthcare, and allowing their children to register in public schools. Most Syrian refugees in
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Egypt had a better life than those in the crowded camps of Lebanon, Turkey, and Jordan. Furthermore, the cost of living in
Egypt is cheaper than the aforementioned countries. Charitable organizations—some of them affiliated with the Muslim
Brotherhood—used to offer refugees aid money, accommodation, and food. The public opinion welcomed Syrian refugees as
fellow Arabs in need and anti-Assad feelings were widespread among the Egyptians who had recently revolted against
Mubarak. Syrian communities were created around the country and the 6th of October City suburb came to be known as
“Little Damascus”. The more the Syrian civil war intensified,
the more the Freedom and Justice ruling party raised the tone
against the Syrian government and supported the rebellion
against it. However, the “National Conference for the Support of the Syrian Revolution” rally, held by Morsi in June
2013 at Cairo International Stadium in solidarity with the Syrian opposition, shocked many Egyptians. During the event,
speakers insulted Shiite Muslims and called for a jihad
against Assad, while Morsi urged Egyptians to join the Syrian fight, declaring his support for a no-fly zone over Syria
and revealing his plans to cut diplomatic relations with Damascus.2 Hence, the Syrian refugees were increasingly identified with the Muslim Brotherhood in the eyes of the public
opinion, just a few weeks before the revolution against Morsi erupted.
After the regime change, the rumored presence of some Syrians at the Rabaa al-Adawiya Square and other demonstrations
in favor of the deposed Islamist President was another occasion that turned their whole community into scapegoats.
After the armed forces—supported by millions of Egyptians—overthrew Morsi, the governmental assistance for Syrians dried
up. Less than a week after the regime change, the government introduced restrictive visa and security clearance requirements
for Syrians. Some politicians, journalists, and a significant part of the public opinion put the blame for the economic and political problems of Egypt on Syrian refugees. High unemployment rates and a bad economy added fuel to the arguments
against Syrians who were suddenly considered a burden for the Egyptian society.3 In addition, the prominent role of Islamists
at the Syrian opposition, as well as the positive views over the Muslim Brotherhood by some refugees, resulted in their labeling as threats to the national security of Egypt or even as terrorists. Such populist generalizations against Syrians have been
broadcast by some Egyptian media that accused their whole community of backing the Muslim Brotherhood, having links
with Hamas, and being involved in political violence. For example, the TV presenter of ONTV channel, Youssef El Husseiny,
called on Morsi’s Syrian supporters to go back to their country and to not interfere with Egyptian politics or Egyptians would
beat them publicly. The owner and main anchor of Al-Faraeen channel, Tawfik Okasha, urged the public to hand every SyrUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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ian they see over to the police, called them spies, and warned them that if they continued to support the Brotherhood the people would destroy their houses.4 Life for Syrian refugees in Egypt became increasingly difficult since even their accent might
trigger threatening looks, verbal attacks, or even physical violence while landlord intolerance and job dismissals were increased.5 The state began carrying out random document checks on refugees. Arrests and even deportations followed. During recent months, the situation has improved concerning both public opinion and the state policies towards Syrians, but it
never returned to the Morsi-era welcoming attitude.6
Under the aforementioned dire circumstances, an increasing number of Syrians attempt to leave Egypt and reach Europe, but
the Egyptian state tries to prevent them. Italy is the main gate for Syrians who try to leave Egypt and move further north in
Europe in search of a better future. Sweden is frequently the final destination for Syrian refugees since it has promised to grant
all of them permanent residence status which would allow them to work and reunite their families.7 However, the European
law dictates that they might be returned to the country where they first entered the European borders and registered for
protection. Of course, European law is not the main problem for Syrians who attempt to cross the Mediterranean but the trip
itself through smugglers’ overcrowded old boats.8 The number of migrant fatalities among those who tried to illegally reach
Europe in 2014 surpassed 3,000.9 The cost of an irregular ticket to Italy from Alexandria or Damietta costs around $3,000 dollars, which is a significant burden for an average Syrian family living in Egypt.10 Refugees are often robbed by traffickers during the trip, and there have also been reported cases where the smugglers sank the ships. The Egyptian navy intercepts the
boats carrying Syrian refugees to Europe and the authorities arrest them and sometimes even deport them to Lebanon,
Turkey, or back to Syria. However, prospects of long time detention without trial and under inhumane conditions in Egyptian prisons does not seem enough to avert a growing number of Syrian refugees from attempting the dangerous trip to Europe.
The Egyptian branch of the UN Refugee Agency estimates that only 45% of its funding requirements have been met, revealing a problematic and deficient response by the international community. Indeed, out of the $141,977,106 dollars total required, only $63,488,919 dollars funding has been reached so far, leaving a gap of $78,488,187 dollars.11 Shortfalls in the
funding for humanitarian assistance towards Syrians in Egypt have caused problems in service provision. Australia, Canada,
the USA, and 14 European countries have agreed to participate in the Syria Resettlement/Humanitarian Admission Program
offering residence and work permits to some refugees for as long as Syria is in chaos. However, the rapidly growing number
of refugees requires the assistance of more states to address the issue effectively. In an era of economic crisis and high unemployment rates in numerous developed countries, the call for further support on the Syrian refugees issue is understandably difficult. However, the expressed will of developed states—especially European states—to control the flow of people
from problematic regions towards their soil is doomed to fail if they do not assist the countries of origin and the transit countries which currently host the refugees.
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Millions of Syrians have abandoned their homes under the pressure of a bloody and destructive civil war in search of a safe
haven. A significant number of them chose Egypt where they were greeted as “brothers” in a reminder of the special ties between the two nations that had even formed a political union in 1958-61 under Arab nationalist Gamal Abdel Nasser. However, the refugees’ identification with the falling Islamist regime resulted in a rapid deterioration of their status. Interim FM
Nabil Fahmy’s reasonable request to not get involved in Egyptian politics did not match the public opinion’s and state’s sudden attitude of labeling all Syrians in Egypt as a threat to national security. These developments force numerous Syrians to
attempt to reach Europe through illegal and dangerous smuggling routes. Thus, the international community’s efforts to help
the Syrian refugees and lift some burden from the hosting countries should be intensified immediately.
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Kurds on the move:
the geopolitics of mass population movements
Spyros Katsoulas

From the rugged mountain ranges of southwest Asia down to the large plateaus of the Fertile Crescent extends
the region Kurds consider as their ancestral homeland. Lying at the heart of the Middle East, its parts are currently divided up among four countries: eastern Turkey, northeastern Iraq, northwestern Iran, and small parts of
northern Syria. Due to the escalation of armed conflict across the region, Kurds are once again on the move. The
net effect of large-scale population movements may be fueling Kurdish nationalism and adding to pan-Kurdish
sentiment, but there are still important obstacles to overcome in the road to an independent Kurdish state.
“Lacking an alternative homeland of any kind, Kurds can emigrate, but they can’t escape.”1 With these words, written in 1992,
Christopher Hitchens—British journalist and one of the most famous modern gadflies—described the dire condition of the
Kurdish people, a nation of no fewer than thirty million people. It is odd to talk about Kurdish migrants and refugees when
there is no internationally recognized Kurdish state. This is a state’s world. We are predisposed to talk about a state system
and inter-state relations, even though many of the challenges of the Middle East—as well as of other regions—stem from the
imposition of artificial and ill-conceived borders. People flee from states, migrate to other states, and may even seek to establish their own state, but as long as they do not hold an officially issued passport or id-card they are stuck in limbo. The
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) does not specify the national origin of refugees in its official figures, because it does not break down the numbers of people of concern based on religion or ethnicity; consequently, when
it says, for example, that more than 200,000 Syrian refugees are registered in Iraq, it is unclear how many of them are of Kurdish origin. This is more than a technicality. For one reason, the agony and suffering of migrating populations can foster a
deeper sense of pan-Kurdish solidarity. For another reason, large-scale migration movements can seriously affect the quasistate of Iraqi Kurdistan in terms of demographics, functionality, and diplomatic affairs. Finally, mass population movements
affect deeply the regional balance of power and the geopolitical calculations of all regional players.
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From here to there and back again
A concurrence of events in the early 1980s—such as the fall of the Shah, the Iran-Iraq war, and the military takeover in Turkey—
did not only speed up the migration process, but also changed its heretofore mostly voluntary nature, as Kurds began running
away from warfare and violence. The proportion of the Kurds who actually lived in the historical lands of the Kurdish people
was dramatically declined, but the emerging Kurdish nationalist struggle was globalized. Martin van Bruinessen—a renowned
Kurdish expert—argued in 1999, that the net-effect of the large-scale population movements of the 1980s and 1990s, both voluntary and involuntary, was to invigorate the Kurdish identity.2 Another concurrence of events in the early 21st century could
have a similar impact on the Kurdish solidarity: the war in Iraq, the emergence of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), and
the constantly changing security situation have resulted in new large-scale movements of people.
Numbers are staggering. In Iraq, there are about three million people of concern, with 2,7 million internally displaced people (IDP), 225,000 Syrian refugees, and 45,000 Iraqi returnees from Syria having fled there after the US-led invasion in 2003;
by the end of 2015, another 160,000 refugees are expected to enter the country. In Syria there are nearly 11 million people of
concern out of Syria’s 22 million overall population—the vast majority being internally displaced persons.3 The siege of Kobane
in northern Syria by the ISIS militants, in mid-September 2014, did not only bring the murderous conflict at the Turkish
doorstep, but also created a wave of as many as 300,000 displaced Kurds, most of whom have crossed into Turkey. The vast
majority of them are women and children, since many men preferred to stay behind to defend their land. Crossing to Turkey
has not been easy, with several accounts of people being killed or maimed by land mines. Rather than staying in Turkey, the
majority of Syrian refugees prefer to either cross back to other parts of north-eastern Syria, or to move on to northern Iraq’s
Kurdistan region where they might have relatives and where there is the added attraction of legally being allowed to work.4
The Kurdistan Regional Government of Iraq (KRG) is considered the safest place in the region hosting roughly half of all the
people of concern in Iraq, primarily in Dahuk Governorate, followed by Erbil and Sulaymaniyah. As Ned Colt—UNHCR Public Information Officer in Iraq—told in an interview with CEMMIS, the people and government of Kurdistan has welcomed
both the Syrian refugees and the IDPs with a tremendous amount of concern, allowing them freedom of movement and to
find work. “And while the two populations,” Colt added, “do compete for many of the same limited resources (medical care,
education, jobs, and rental housing among others), host communities have for the most part welcomed Syrian Kurds, even
with the recent influx of some 24,000 from Kobane since last September.”
However, the hosting of all these people in the Kurdish region is placing a huge burden both on its social services and on its
financial resources. KRG’s ability to provide humanitarian aid is limited and its finances overstretched; especially up until November 2014 when the Federal Government of Iraq lifted the suspension of funding to the Kurdistan region, and a deal was
finally reached over oil exports.5 An additional concern is that the Syrian refugees have not had adequate immunization covUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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erage and could import epidemic diseases—like polio and measles—to the region, adding to the region’s already stretched
health infrastructure. The winter is also a matter of concern, with nearly 50% of the IDPs being expected to require some sort
of medical assistance, because temperatures during the winter regularly fall below freezing, and many IDPs reside in abandoned buildings.6 According to Colt, “UNHCR’s appeal for winter support for IDPs which was made this past October, is little more than half funded, despite continuing generosity of global donors.”
Kurdish nationalism and the swinging geopolitical pendulum
Although historically fragmented along sectarian and linguistic frontiers, Kurds from Iraq,
Iran, Syria, and Turkey have shown remarkable
unity in the face of the threat posed by the extremist ISIS. The Islamic State onslaughts in the
Kurdish areas of Iraq and Syria have agitated
the Kurds of Turkey and Iran, creating a general
sense of pan-Kurdish solidarity. Many of them
are worried about their family members on the
war-ridden regions, and have joined their fellows in the fight against ISIS.7 But many are also
worried about the Kurdish cause. The most
characteristic example was the small Peshmerga unit that left Erbil for Kobane in late October, consisting of no more than 150 people but being emphatically symbolic in nature; thousands of Turkish Kurds greeted
the Peshmerga fighters when they crossed the Turkish border in their way to northeastern Syria.8 Still, as Bill Park—Senior
Lecturer at King’s College London and regional expert—told in an interview with CEMMIS, “the leader of the Syrian Democratic Unity Party (PYD) Salih Muslim was not enthusiastic about Peshmerga’s aid, taking it as a way for the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP)—under the leadership of the incumbent President of the KRG Massoud Barzani—and Turkey to control
him; nevertheless, the Peshmerga and PYD’s armed wing—the People’s Defence Units (YPG)—on the ground seemed to cooperate quite well.”
The hope of the Kurdish fighters is that the world community—and the United States in particular—will come to rely on
them so heavily in the fight against ISIS, as well as in ensuring regional stability after the end of the war, that they will also
support their independence. The question is what sort of Kurdish independence they envisage. Barzani may dream of a
Greater Kurdistan, but the KRG is currently the only realistic candidate for gaining independence at some point. As Park arUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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gued in his interview, “Turkish and Iranian Kurdistan do not look likely breaking away any time soon. Iraqi and Syrian Kurds
joining hands does not look likely either, given the rivalry between PYD/PKK on the one hand, and the KDP on the other. So,
unless Salih Muslim is somehow neutralized, it is hard to see how the KRG and Rojava can be unified. The Syrian Kurdish
leadership’s allegiance is to Ocalan and PKK in Turkey, not to the KRG.”
It may be true that supporting the Kurdish Peshmerga was the best—if not the only—option available for the Obama Administration to avoid “boots on the ground” in the fight against ISIS; it may be also true that the KRG has everything the
Bush Administration promised for Iraq: a moderate Muslim state that is pro-democracy, pro-America and even pro-Israel.
However, the break-up of Iraq and the knock-on effect of an independent Kurdistan on regional stability remains a matter
of great concern for the United States, both in terms of pride and strategic calculations.9 Turkey, Syria, and Iran have expressed their own concerns that an independent Iraqi Kurdistan could create a chain reaction with Kurds in those countries
demanding similar independence rights. The point remains that the Kurds are becoming a regional player. There is no better proof of that than watching Ankara and Tehran vying for Kurdish friendship in their cynical effort to gain an important
ally, as well as to contain Kurdish nationalism: Turkey has not only learned to live with an autonomous Kurdish state on its
borders, but it has also sought to become KRG’s closest trading partner and financial patron in order to control Iraqi Kurds’
ambitions; the Iranian government was the first to provide military aid to Iraqi Kurds, not only because an independent Kurdistan could incite Iran’s own Kurdish minority, but also because the two countries most likely to exercise leverage over it
would be Turkey and Israel—Iran’s regional rivals.10 For its part, Iraqi Kurdistan plans to strengthen its relationship and grow
its partnership with both its neighbours, as Barzani himself noted in mid-December.11
“Our only friends are the mountains,” says a famous Kurdish adage, and it is one deeply embedded in Kurdish strategic culture. Kurds have learned better than anyone how easily intentions and promises are sacrificed in the altar of political expediency, and have been willing so far to contain themselves at one step at a time. Their dream of an independent Kurdish state
may be getting closer, but there is still a long way to go and many obstacles to overcome—both external and internal.
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Lebanon in dire straits
Vasiliki Kastriti

Lebanon has always been in troubled waters. Nowadays, Lebanon's fragile political consensus could once more
collapse into sectarian strife. The massive influx of people fleeing the Syrian conflict has placed a severe strain
on the country's resources. Although Beirut has made tremendous efforts to meet the needs of Syrian refugees,
there is still a long way to go. According to the UN Refugee Agency, the funding requirements for 2014 reach
$1,515,491,900. Lebanon has only received $693,866,838 from UNHCR assets. The gap is enormous. Besides,
Syrian refugee population has become vulnerable to infiltrations by extremist factions. Consequently, there is an
urgent need for Lebanon to overcome its state of division and political fragmentation.
According to the UNHCR, the number of Syrian refugees registered or awaiting registration - in Lebanon has risen to
1,144,706.1 The number is impressive when compared to the demographic features of the country, as Lebanon’s population
before the Syrian crisis was approximately four million people. Four years after the civil war outbreak in Syria, the refugee
population balloons over: now, one out of four in Lebanon is a Syrian refugee. Of utmost interest it that some towns have more
refugees than Lebanese people. A telling example is the situation in Arsal. This small town, in the northeast of Beirut, had,
before the Syrian conflict, a population of around 35,000 Lebanese inhabitants. After four years of conflict, the number of Syrian refugees has surpassed 100,000.2
Lebanon’s economy, labor market, foreign direct investment, public services, and administrative structures, were all under
massive strain. The ongoing influx of refugees stresses even more the above-mentioned sectors, and results in unprecedented
social, economic, and political challenges. For instance, there is a dramatic water and electricity shortage, while the waste management system has broken down. A percentage of around 27% of the refugee population lacks access to potable water, a critical and on-going need.3 The public health and education systems are on the verge of collapse. At the same time, the
unemployment rate grows, and, to make matters worse, the refugees’ dispersion in hundreds different locations make relief
assistance and effective protection harder, posing, as well, severe restrictions on solutions, especially to near-conflict areas.
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The vast majority of refugees - about 80% - are women and children. Those groups are more exposed to vulnerabilities. As
far as the children are concerned, 77% of the registered are under the age of 11. The big gamble for Lebanon is keeping children in school and away from any form of exploitation: a UNFPA assessment on Syrian youth showed that 89% described
themselves as depressed, anxious, or afraid. Apart from that, young Syrians consider unemployment and the fact that their
human dignity is trampled to the limit as negatively affecting their propensity to violence.4
In the view of such animosity, the point is in ensuring humanitarian and long-term solutions in order to achieve internal stability. As a first step, the provision for adequate education to Syrian kids is of great importance. Beirut has an incentive in keeping young Syrians close to Lebanese society and preventing, via proper education, their radicalization. Access to equal
education for the Syrians will definitely contribute in promoting Lebanon’s social cohesion and avoiding future tensions as
well as the marginalization phenomena rooted in unequal education opportunities. Education is a basic tool for ensuring
Lebanon’s internal unity given that violence and hostility incidents happen on a day-to-day basis between refugees and host
communities. The situation is in dire straits in the poor regions of North Lebanon and the Beka’a valley where 60% of the
refugees - around 284,274 in the North, and around 400,000 in Beka’a - live.5 There, extreme poverty and the presence of myriads of refugees trigger the social cleavages and the sectarian fault lines even more.
The inflow of foreign aid is also crucial for Lebanon’s stability. The socio-economic crisis requires long-term planning in collaboration with international organizations, NGOs, or other civil society institutions. The World Food Program’s unexpected
decision to stop food donations to displaced Syrians, due to lack of funding, seriously challenges the country‘s very existence.
Following the abrupt decision of the WFP, the EU on Thursday December 4th 2014 offered 180 million euros in order to assist Lebanon and Jordan to cope with the massive influx of Syrian refugees.6
The flood of refugees and the growing sectarian tensions are two strongly interrelated issues. Those issues led several Lebanese
leaders - in an effort to keep the various factions reconciled - to distance themselves from the refugees. Given the strong belief from a vast majority of locals that displaced Syrians are responsible for almost any terrorist attack during the Syrian crisis in Lebanon, politicians have demanded for the Syrians to leave the country. Ali Fayyad - a Hezbollah member of parliament
- stated that he considers the presence of Syrians as a negative effect on the country’s stability.7
Furthermore, as refugees are considered a wild card, the fear that political and religious leaders may lose control over the country’s fragmented communities is ever present. The terrorist attacks against Shiite strongholds are probably putting Nasrallah under pressure for exacting revenge in order to assure Hezbollah members that the organization is still capable of
protecting them. The assassination of Hassan Lakkis - military commander of Hezbollah - on December 4th, 2013 (even if
Hezbollah pointed at Israel) deteriorated the already tense domestic social and political relations. On the other hand, MoUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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hamad Chatah‘s assassination - a Sunni former minister - on December 27th, 2013, presented itself as a good opportunity at
the hands of manipulative religious extremists. On August 1st, the ISIS-affiliated Fijr al-Islam brigade took control of Arsal in
retaliation for the arrest by Lebanese military forces of its leader Imad Jomaa. The government refused to bow to the jihadis’
request for his release, which provoked the beheading of the two captured army officers; one Sunni and one Shia. As a result, both infuriated, Shias and Sunnis started to attack Syrian refugee camps. Disappointed by the decline of the socioeconomic services, the Lebanese lose their faith and trust in the government, and end up joining radical groups, believing that
they are protecting Lebanon’s stability. Unfortunately, since August 2014, attacks against Syrians and expulsion efforts are on
the rise. One should note the change in how Syrians view them through their own testimonies: although they were once
treated as people in need of protection, nowadays, they are treated as terrorists or security threats.8
Lebanon’s threatened security by terrorist acts is
the most urgent issue. In
September 2014, Prime
Minister Tammam Salam
appealed to the UN to assist Lebanon to face a “terrorist onslaught”. Terrorist
groups are able to exploit
many of the refugees, the
latter spending their fourth
winter in exile and under
miserable conditions. The
spillover effect of violence
from
Syria
affects
Lebanon, especially at its
borders, where clashes between the Lebanese army
(LAF) and Islamists aiming
to create an Islamic state
often take place. During the clashes of October 2014, in the city of Tripoli, between the LAF and Islamists militants affiliated
to the Nusra Front and the Islamic State, at least 43 people, including 11 civilians, were killed. This three-day battle marks
the worst spillover of Syria-related violence since early August. Hence the question whether the Security Council should exUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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pand UNIFIL‘s mandate so as to enhance border security elsewhere in Lebanon - as a number of Lebanese politicians proposed - even though PM Tammam Salam rejects the idea.
The Lebanese parliament’s recent decision to put the country’s political life on hold by extending its term until spring 2017
- for a second time in less than two years - has thrown the country into a political vacuum, increasing at the same time political insecurity. The renewed terrorist threats and the growing Syrian refugee population played a decisive role as far as the
adoption of such a decision was concerned. The issues are sensitive and require greater attention. The election of a consensus candidate seems to be the only hope to end the six-month political deadlock and to revive the country. Saad Hariri - probably the most influential Sunni politician, who returned to Beirut after three years of absence - claims that he fully supports
a dialogue between his “Future Movement” and Hezbollah: one that would end Sunni-Shiite rivalries and help to confront
terrorism, as well as to handle the refugee challenge.9 Despite this opportunity, communication channels are not yet open.
Still, there is no doubt that national dialogue can pave the way to stability thus shielding the country. The jury is still out on
whether the Syrian refugee crisis would cement or undermine Lebanon’s fragile political consensus.
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Afghan refugees
in Iran and Pakistan:
A struggle for livelihood
Costas Faropoulos

In order to avoid poverty and endangering their lives in war-stricken Afghanistan, Afghans have been leaving
the country and crossing over the borders to Iran and Pakistan, for the past thirty years. While in the early years
in Iran, they were accepted primarily as fellow Muslims and as refugees, gradually, government policies changed
for the worst. Lately, severe violations of the Afghan refugees’ basic human rights and mass deportations to
Afghanistan have been reported. In Pakistan, the government has also followed a strict policy towards the
refugees, with a basic tenet of its policy being the voluntary repatriations of Afghans, and, when not applicable,
their deportation.
For the past three decades, Afghans have been immigrating in large numbers, in an attempt to flee from the war and turmoil
that has devastated Afghanistan. The economic insecurity and the real danger to their lives from the ongoing civil war has
turned Afghans into one of the largest refugee populations in the world. There are currently more than three million Afghan
refugees, with a majority residing in Iran and Pakistan, while others live in Turkey, Greece, and other European countries. The
official statistics estimate documented Afghans at around 1.5 million people in Pakistan and at one million people in Iran.
However, there are still many more undocumented refugees living in both countries.
The Afghan refugees first began immigrating in 1979, when the Soviet invasion in Afghanistan and the subsequent war forced
them to migrate to the neighboring countries of Iran and Pakistan. Three more migratory waves followed during the next
decades. The second one took place in 1986, when after the withdrawal of the Soviet troops, the internal struggle for power
between the Mujahideen groups in the country created a massive migration movement. A United Nations High Commission
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of Refugees (UNHCR) program was initiated at the time, in order to help with the repatriation of the refugees, but with little success. The third wave occurred in 1996, the same year that the Taliban came to power. The theocracy they imposed on
the country, coupled with the economic insecurity and the massive food and water shortage during the 1990s, led many
Afghans to depart once again. It was mostly non-Muslims and Shiites that chose to leave the country, out of fear of the Wahhabi Taliban regime. Approximately 3.5 million people fled to Iran and Pakistan in that period. The fourth migration wave
was initiated in 2001, as the “war on terror” the United States declared on al-Qaeda in Afghanistan, brought wide economic
and political instability in the country. Afghans were forced, once again, to flee out of fear for their lives and in search of a
better livelihood.1
When the first wave of
Afghan refugees reached Iran
in 1979, the government, in
accordance with its new Islamic Revolution principles,
declared that “all Muslims are
welcome in Muslim lands”,
and adopted an “open-door”
policy towards Afghans. The
result was an inflow of more
than two million refugees
into Iran. They were predominantly Shia Hazaras, who
shared a cultural attachment
with Iran, due to the same religion and language. This relaxed policy offered them
education for their children,
basic health care and work
permits, and was in effect
until 1992. At that point, a shift in migration policy became evident, and in 1997 the government stopped issuing resident status papers to refugees, and started deporting Afghans.2 This policy of depriving the Afghan population in the country of its
basic human rights has since become the government’s predominant attitude towards refugees. The Freedoms of movement,
marriage, and labor have been severely oppressed, and, in 2011, Iran deported more than 200,000 Afghans. Implemented in
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2007, a policy effectively declared certain provinces in the country as “No-Go Areas” (NGA) for Afghans, to which they are
prohibited of residing in or travelling to.3 In November 2012, the government established a repatriation program, according
to which 1.6 million Afghan refugees are to be deported to Afghanistan by the end of 2015, a goal that is very doubtful it can
achieve.4
The main arguments the Iranian government has invoked to justify its policy are economic, but also connected to security reasons. The Iranian Ministry of Interior estimates that each refugee costs Iran 674$ per year, while only 6$ are covered by international aid programs.5 This cost, in addition to the sanctions imposed on Iran by the international community as a result
of its nuclear program, has put the deteriorating Iranian economy under heavy strain. Apart from the economic aspect, the
volatile situation in Afghanistan and the continuing inflow of refugees has increased the alert levels of the Iranian government, which considers the Afghan refugees as a potential source of destabilization in the country. Moreover, Iran has to deal
with the drug flow originating from Afghanistan. The country serves as a main pathway for the drug trafficking towards
Turkey and Europe. Because of this, Iran has spent significant amounts and resources for its fight against the drug cartels. In
order to deal with this situation, along with the influx of refugees from Afghanistan, Iran has tried to shut off its eastern borders by beginning the construction, in 2006, of a ninety-mile border wall.6
Notwithstanding its problems in dealing with the huge numbers of Afghan refugees, there have been accusations against
Iran of recruiting thousands of Afghan Shia refugees to fight against the Islamic State in Syria, offering them 500 dollars as
stipend. Although these allegations—made for the first time by a report in the Wall Street Journal on May 15th 2014—have been
rejected by the Iranians, they did cause a harsh reaction by the Afghan government, which, in turn, condemned these tactics.7 Iran has been known for using the refugee situation to further its own interests in the region and its influence on
Afghanistan. The recruitment of Afghans could prove to be another case in point.
In contrast with the Iranian refugee policy, Pakistan has followed a completely different approach in dealing with the inflow
of Afghan refugees. Ever since their first arrival in Pakistan, the government has recognized them as such by acknowledging
their basic rights. Instead of spreading them across the country, as Iran did, the Pakistani government chose to shelter them
in refugee camps called “villages”, which were mainly based in the North Western Frontier Province (NWFP) and the Balochistan province.8 The cultural affinity with the Pashtun tribes located in these areas would allow for easier control and confinement of the refugee population, as the majority of Afghan refugees in Pakistan belong to the Pashtun ethnic group.
More than three million Afghans have found shelter in these refugee camps. In recent years, with the aid of voluntary repatriation programs sponsored by UNHCR, and more aggressive policies of deportation by Pakistan, more than 2.5 million
Afghans have returned to Afghanistan. A refugee census, from 2005, showed, nonetheless, that more than three million still
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remained in 160 refugee camps.9 The policy of voluntary repatriation was first implemented in the 1980s by the Pakistani government and went on for many years. After the start of the 2001 war in Afghanistan though, its refugee policy started to shift
and Pakistan began to enforce mass repatriations of Afghans. In 2002, a deal was signed between Pakistan, Afghanistan and
the UNHCR, which provided for the gradual return of Afghans to their home country. 400,000 refugees were to return in 2002,
with as many again in 2003 and 2004. This tri-partite agreement is still in effect and was extended, in July 2013, until the end
of 2015.10
The economic burden of supporting the refugee population has been very heavy on Pakistan, making the realization of its proclaimed refugee policies very difficult. Furthermore, the instability in Afghanistan has become a source of concern for the security apparatus in the country. This concern, coupled with the growing popular discontent towards the Afghans, has led the
Pakistani government to adopt a series of repressive measures towards the refugee population, in an attempt to force them
to repatriate to Afghanistan. In 2006, the government closed 32 refugee camps for reasons of national security.11 Most refugee
camps are located in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) of Pakistan, areas where constant clashes between the
Pakistani army and militants linked to Afghan tribes are reported. Consequently, these camps have come to be identified as
safe havens for Taliban insurgents, who crossed the borders to and from Afghanistan.
Despite the harsh measures both Iran and Pakistan have imposed on the Afghan refugees in their attempt to drive them away,
living conditions in these countries still outweigh those in Afghanistan. The lack of jobs, the economic insecurity, and the ongoing civil war make the prospect of return seem implausible. This is not only a result of the country’s political instability, but
also the outcome of the poorly funded and executed international repatriation programs. However, the permanent presence
of a large refugee population in their land has proven to be quite useful to Iran and to Pakistan, as both have used them and
are still using them to exert influence on Afghanistan as well as the rest of the region.
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Refugees, citizens…or both?
Palestinians in Jordan
Raffaele Borreca

When the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) began
operations in 1950, it was responding to the needs of about 750,000 Palestinians. Today, some five millions
Palestinians are eligible for UNRA services, with Jordan hosting two millions of registered refugees. The total of
Palestinians living in Jordan is around three million persons, a little less than half of the country’s population.
Identity-related politics in Jordan are strictly connected to the internal Palestinian issue, in which economic and
political claims intersect regional instability.
Among Arab states only Jordan accepted the permanent settlement of Palestinian refugees within its territory. In 1948, the
freshly independent Emirate of Transjordan was officially renamed Kingdom of Jordan, following the annexation of the West
Bank and the end of the first Arab-Israeli war. Thus, between 1948 and 1967, Palestinian refugees were accommodated in four
refugee camps in today’s Jordan and nineteen in the West Bank. Six emergency camps were additionally built in the aftermath
of the Six Day War of 1967. Among the Palestinians refugees who crossed the river eastward, following the Jordan withdrawal from the West Bank in 1967, many were refugees of 1948.
According to article 3 of the 1954 Citizenship Law, Jordanian citizenship is granted to “any person with previous Palestinian nationality except for the Jews before the date of May 15, 1948 residing in the Kingdom during the period from December 20, 1949 and
February 16, 1954”. 1 This means that Palestinians coming from Gaza, as well as those who remained in the West Bank after 1967
and settled in Jordan only later, are denied citizenship. They are granted a temporary passport only in case they are unable
to present documents provided by the Palestinian Authority. Finally, among Jordan’s Palestinians, there are also those who
entered the country before the 1949 armistice and those coming from other countries.
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The policies of Amman toward the Palestinian refugee issue are historically intertwined with Jordan’s nation building. During the Cold War era, Jordan championed what was considered the major struggle of pan-Arabism, by associating the liberation of Palestine with the ambitions of the Hashemite royal house against Jerusalem. However, after the loss of the West Bank
in 1967, a new distinctive terminology appeared: east Jordanians and Jordanians of Palestinian origin.2 The War of Attrition
and the Black September events, which led to the expulsion of the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) from Jordan in
1972, further dented the Hashemite position concerning the Palestinian struggle. Furthermore, after the Arab League summit in Rabat of October 1974, the PLO was recognised as the official representative of the Palestinian people, a role that, until
then, had been exerted by Amman.
The civil war of 1971 constituted a watershed in the relationship between east Jordanians and Jordanians of Palestinian origin. The former started to perceive the latter as a threat to the integrity of the Jordan state—a domestic menace to the Jordanian national cohesion. Palestinians found themselves in a precarious situation, in which they were both refugees of a
conflict far from being resolved and second class citizens in a state that grew suspicious of them. Finally, the inclusive dimension of pan-Arabism stopped at those same state borders, once carved out by foreign powers, that now moulded different Arab national identities.
Palestinians are barred from positions of influence in the state bureaucracy, as well as from the security forces. Furthermore,
their representation in the House of Representatives ends up downsized by the “gerrymandering” of the electoral districts and
the single non-transferable vote system, both benefiting east Jordanians tribal nominees. During the elections of 2010, while
the southern part of the country elected one seat for every 3,000 to 5,000 citizens, some districts in the north, particularly in
the urban areas where Palestinians are concentrated, were allocated with one seat for every 20,000 citizens or more. The
electoral law reform of 2012 did not substantially solve these issues. In the end, because of the limited powers of the assembly, the Jordan Parliament is akin to a tribal council, in which the traditional alliance between the Hashemite House and the
east Bankers tribesmen is reproduced.3
Nevertheless, the marginalisation from the political sphere and the exclusion from the system of state patronage pushed
gradually the most dynamic and affluent Palestinians to dominate the country’s private sector. The influence of Palestinian
entrepreneurs increased after the deep economic crisis of the late 1980s and the subsequent liberalisation programs pursued
by Amman. At the same time, the privatisation of state enterprises and the resizing of public spending led to the loss of government jobs which mainly hurt east Bankers.
A socio-economic discourse opposing the urbanized nouveaux riches Palestinians to the neglected East Jordanians translates
into a defensive and exclusive construction of “Jordanness”, which exalts the rural culture of the southern Arab tribes. The
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safety nets provided by family, clan and tribal kinship are emphasised as the pillars of the Jordanian society.4 Despite the
monarchy’s official promotion of these values, tribesmen are sceptical about King Abdullah’s commitment to the traditional
alliance between the royal house and the southern Arab clans. The son of Hussein’s British second wife, Abdullah grew up
and was educated in the USA. While promoting the Hashemite version of an enlightened absolute monarchy, he proved to
be less confident with the tribesmen’s sensibilities than his father was.
Since Abdullah’s accession to the throne in 1999, Jordan’s per capita GDP grew from $1,740 to a little more than $5,000 in 2013.
But the gap between haves and have-nots widened.5 When the wind of the Arab Spring reached Jordan, the first to mobilize
were groupings of youngsters, mostly east Jordanians from provincial towns. In June 2014, young protesters in the southern
city of Ma’an shouted chants against the King, and an ISIS black flag was even unfurled.6 So far, Palestinians have been more
cautious and have avoided questioning directly the monarchical institution. It is no wonder that with the trauma of the Black
September still being fresh, Palestinian leaders are aware that their demands for political and civic reforms lend to suspicions among east Bankers, which, among other things, are in control of the repressive apparatus.
The 2014 decision to grant civil rights to the children of Jordanian women married to foreigners, the vast majority of them
being Palestinians, was met by the bitter and outspoken reaction of east Jordanians.7 Furthermore, the discussions over the
bill on citizenship coincided with US Secretary of State John Kerry’s diplomatic tour aiming to rekindle the stalled IsraelPalestinians peace talks. This event triggered speculations that the new measures on citizenship constituted a step further towards a definitive solution for Palestinians, at the expense of Jordan. Conservatives in Amman fear that Palestinians with
refugee status would be stripped of their right to return and of compensation, or even worse, that the burial of the two-state
solution for Palestine would imply the relocation of a state for the Palestinians on the East Bank.
The collapse of the peace process in the 2000s and the rise in Israel of the right-wing Likud party, which refuses both the twostate solution and the right of return of the refugees, reinforces such concerns. In April 2010, a group of retired army officers,
the “National Committee of Military Veterans”, issued a manifesto calling for constitutional reform, legalising the 1988 renunciation of Jordan’s claim to the West Bank and for divesting all Palestinians of full Jordanian citizenship. According to the manifesto, temporary Jordanian citizenship should be granted to the Palestinians unable to return to Palestine “until the
implementation of UN Resolution 194 providing for their return to their homes”.
The officers denounced that the Palestinian presence would lead to the establishment of “a system of muhasasa”, which
means concretely the allotment of jobs and opportunities according to “ethnic” criteria. This process results in the fragmentation of Jordan along ethnic groups, similarly to the system of Lebanon and Iraq.8 Members of the Jordan Council on Foreign Relations even claimed that a systematic displacement of Palestinians, coming from the territories occupied by Israel, is
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actually taking place. According to them, Palestinians crossing the Jordan over the past few years, reached the figure of 70,000
persons per year.
The discourse about a Palestinian take-over of the country
summons the responsibilities
of the government, and thus,
indirectly, of the King. The
policies on naturalisation are
suspected to foster a secret
agenda to gradually move all
Arab citizens from Israel to
Jordan in the coming years.9 The recent influx of Iraqi and,
above all, Syrian refugees has
further sharpened the east
Bankers’ feeling of being dispossessed of “their” country.
As of 2014, Syrian refugees
amounted to more than
600,000 people, 80% of them
living in urban areas in the
north, while the figures for
Iraqis amounted to about
60,000 individuals. Hence, the instability in the Middle East, once again, questions the post-colonial borders and the contradictions of nation-building in the Arab states.
Hailing from the Arab region of Hejazi, the Hashemite clan obtained the territories on the river Jordan’s east Bank, following its leading role in the Great Arab Revolt against the Ottoman Empire. The Hejazi tribes constituted the bulk of the
Hashemite military and clientele-built network of power, which evolved into a loyal and professional security establishment,
and became the backbone of the Jordan state. Although the southern Arab tribes entered the Levant as conquerors, the Palestinians crossed the Jordan as both refugees and citizens of the Hashemite Kingdom. However, after the failures of the Cold
War era pan-Arabism, they turned into an inconvenient and politically ostracised guest.
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Palestinians are agents, as well as objects, in the process of Jordan nation building. On the one hand, they represent the
“other”, the outgroup, from the reflection of which a specific, dominant discourse on “Jordanness” is articulated and timely
evoked in times of political or economic distress. On the other hand, Palestinians constitute an important and dynamic component of the Jordanian social and economic fabric. Nonetheless, their quest for full citizenship and political rights is not devoid of conflict and contradiction. Finally, their collective and personal experiences as refugees, as well as their complex
relationship with the Palestinian national movement, determine not only their identity as a distinct social group, but contribute
to shape the very idea of the Jordan nation.

NOTES
All links accessed on 15/12/2014
1. Forced Migration Online, “Palestinian refugees in Jordan”, http://bit.ly/1BOMBPV
2. Al-Fdeilat, Mohammad, “Jordan-Palestine ties strained by peace talks”, Al-Monitor, (23/03/2014) http://bit.ly/1DAk1U8
3. Kao, Kristen, “Jordan’s Ongoing Electoral Law Battle”, Sada, (05/07/2012) http://ceip.org/1vRdV7Q Schwedler Jillian, “Jordan’s Risky
Business As Usual”, Middle East Research and Information Project, (30/06/2010) http://merip.org/mero/mero063010
4. Curtis, Ryan ““We Are All Jordan”... But Who Is We ?”, Middle East Research and Information Project, (13/07/2010)
http://merip.org/mero/mero071310
5. Pelham, Nicolas, “Jordan’s Balancing Act”, Middle East Research and Information Project,(22/02/2011) http://merip.org/mero/mero022211
6. Booth, William and Luck, Taylor, “Jordan fears homegrown ISIS more than invasion from Iraq”, The Washington Post, (29/06/2014)
http://wapo.st/1qjyFX0
7. Children of these couples can now receive treatment in public hospitals, have the right to obtain residency permits and the right to education in public schools and universities. Al-Samadi, Tamer, “Jordanian decision on children rights sparks uproar”, Al-Monitor, (28/01/2014)
http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/politics/2014/01/jordan-decision-palestinain-civil-rights-uproar.html
8. Curtis, Ryan, op. cit.
9. Aziz, Jean, “Jordanians fear “Jordanian option” for Palestine”, Al-Monitor, (17/03/2014) http://bit.ly/1hxm4ZG
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Arab immigration to the Gulf
Zakia Aqra

One would assume that the Arab expatriates in the Gulf would have benefited from a ‘special treatment’ due to
linguistic and cultural ‘compatibility’ with the local population; however, the treatment of the Arab non-GCC nationals varies across time as a result of both political factors and the nature of the political economy of immigration in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries.
The Arab immigration to the oil-rich Gulf countries, namely, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab
Emirates (UAE), initiated before the economic boom in the early 1970s which triggered a large influx of foreign labour. Since
the discovery of oil, the immigration of other Arab nationals to the GCC was primarily due to the high levels of unemployment in their country of origin and the high demand for foreign labour force, as the local population was lacking both in experience and in education. Specifically,
Egyptians constituted the largest group
among the Arab expatriates, followed
by the Yemenis (whose number increased particularly since the civil war),
Jordanians, Syrians, Lebanese, as well
as Palestinians (after the occupation of
Palestine in 1948), and Iraqis (after the
Ba’ath party coup in 1968), among others.1 Similarly to other non-nationals of
the GCC, Arab immigrants are confined in the private sector as opposed
to nationals that are absorbed from the
public sector—with the exception of
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Kuwait. However, the demographic features of the expatriates in the Arab Gulf started to gradually change in favour of immigrants from the Indian subcontinent as well as Westerners.2
The significant shifts that occurred in the composition of foreign migrants in the Gulf were not solely of an economic nature,
but also of a very political one. Initially, despite the apparent linguistic and cultural ‘compatibility’, foreign Arabs proved to
be a liability for the internal stability of the GCC countries, coming up on the authorities’ radar because of their different political background. The non-local Arabs with diverse leftist, pan-Arab, secular or even pro-Soviet ideologies started to create
organizations targeting anti-government activities, such as the Popular Front for the Liberation of Bahrain, the Popular Front
for the Liberation of Oman, and the Popular Front for the Liberation of the Occupied Arab Gulf.3 Consequently, the monarchies of the Gulf—beginning in the 1970s and the 1980s—persecuted and deported numerous foreign Arabs. The Gulf War
of 1990-1991 also contributed dramatically to the decrease in number of the Arab expatriates and particularly the Palestinian/Jordanian population in Kuwait. One million Yemenis were expelled from Saudi Arabia, along with 158,000 Egyptians who
departed Kuwait in the wake of the crisis.4
At the dawn of the 21st century, coupled with the Iraq war and the Palestinian Intifada, the immigration trend of the Arabs
toward the GCC changed; the Arab expatriates currently constitute approximately 30% of foreign labour in the GCC, in contrast to 75% in 1975.5 As a result, these numbers bred xenophobia. Egyptians, for instance, as they outnumbered the other
groups, raised worries among locals about ‘Egyptization’, specifically of the dialect, as Egyptians were predominant ‘in the
field of education’.6 As the Arab non-nationals were being subjected to a securitization discourse, the GCC governments promoted a policy of diversification vis-à-vis the nationality of immigrant workers. While the Arab expats were marginalized due
to socio-political reasons, the expatriates from the Indian subcontinent were preferred due to economic reasons.
South and Southeast Asians constituted a cheaper workforce than the Arab expatriates and were perceived as being more obedient and manageable. Furthermore, the Asian governments became directly involved in exporting their labour force, which
allegedly facilitated the immigrant flow to the GCC. Particularly, the exporting countries established ‘recruiting agencies’
which ‘were able to provide a constant supply of manpower, fully satisfying the needs of the Gulf employers’.7 More importantly, this group of expats arrived in the Gulf by themselves, leaving their families behind, as opposed to the Arabs that
brought along their families. But as the GCC’s dependency on foreign labour failed to decrease and the demographic imbalance of national versus non-nationals remained rather high, combined with the Arab non-nationals’ decline in the labour market as well as the increase of Western expats, the population of the GCC essentially became de-Arabized. As a result, the
securitization discourse is being primarily redirected towards the Asian expats, as well as towards the Western ones, although
to a lesser extent.
The demographic imbalances and the contrast between the national unemployment rate and the GCC’s dependency on forUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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eign labour contributed to the securitization of the region’s migration policies. Moreover, while the average percentage of nationals and non-nationals in the GCC is 57.3% and 42.7% respectively, in some states—such as Qatar and the United Arab Emirates—the amount of non-nationals reaches over 80%.8 The percentage of foreign workers in the private sector is higher than
the nationals. Specifically, the youth unemployment rates among the nationals ‘exceed 35%– ranging from 40% in Saudi Arabia (2009) to 11% in Qatar (2010)’. Besides, while the comparatively small number of Westerners pose a ‘cultural’ threat to the
traditional identity of the Arab Gulf countries, the remaining non-nationals allegedly pose a different threat altogether, as they
are involved in strikes, criminal activity, as well as ‘other activities that disrupt the normal flow of… society’.9
Taken together, the demographic imbalance in the Arab Gulf is perceived as a ticking bomb. The governments of the GCC have
attempted highly restrictive migrant labour policies in order to tackle the issue with rather regressive, or at the very best
slow, results. By the same token, on the one hand, the GCC countries are far from dealing with their dependency on foreign
labour, and on the other hand, the local authorities seem reluctant to genuinely address matters of integration in their society. The GCC countries implemented regulatory and protectionist policies based on the Kafala system—or sponsorship. Originally, the main objective of this system was to control the extent of the labourers’ stay. Its weaknesses started being evident
as early as the 1980s, with the ‘basic inconsistency between the short-term political and economic objectives of the Sponsorship System and the structural realities of the labour market’ coming to the forefront.10 Contrary to its objective, it further
facilitated irregular immigration. These shortfalls created the need to shift gears and recourse to other policies such as nationalization. This policy, also known as Emiratization, Saudization or Gulfization, attempted to address the overwhelming
amount of foreigners, as well as the high unemployment rate among the nationals. Technically, this policy aimed at localizing the labour force in the private sector. However, the nationalization policy was hampered by the lack of interest of the nationals in ‘lower’ profession jobs and the under-qualification of the nationals themselves for ‘higher’ professions.
The securitization of the migration discourse in the GCC region has paradoxical effects when it comes to its racial and class
connotations. On the one hand, there are the well-paid Western “expats”, not only as a result of their specialization in high
technological professions, but also due to the particular colonial mindset of the GCC that the ‘West(erner) is superior’. On the
other hand, the vulnerable Asian “immigrants” are underpaid and subject to cruelty, manipulation, and physical abuse. The
Arab non-GCC nationals, despite being subjected to a similar securitization discourse, have proven to be more resilient in
terms of class lines. Even though Arab non-nationals in Kuwait have more ‘professional job opportunities’ than the Asian ones,
Egyptians, for instance, are part of a ‘vertical stratum’ cutting across all socio-economic classes, as they are both skilled and
unskilled expats.11 However, in terms of racial lines, there seems to be an effort on the part of the GCC to re-Arabize its foreign labour market as a countermeasure against its overwhelming Asian population. For example, the UAE have tried to enhance the Arab labour force, underlining that the ‘compatibility’ of the Arab workforce would suit the society better. Yet,
they seem to forget that ‘[m]any nationals feel a detachment from Palestinians and Jordanians, a lack of respect for Yemenis
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and mistrust and dislike of Egyptians’.12 Meanwhile, the news website Dubai News advertises its appreciation of the Arab expats. Recently, it published a brief article referring to the ‘influx of well-qualified Arabs into the GCC, especially the UAE…taking senior positions that were previously being held by European and American nationals’.13
Perhaps it will take a while longer before the securitization discourse is redirected towards the Arab non-nationals, or perhaps until the Arab Gulf countries find the ‘right’ balance of diversification within their foreign labour market. To conclude,
the contradiction between the political economy of the immigrants, the securitization discourse in the Arab Gulf—namely its
dependency on foreign expats coupled with their perception as a security issue—has generated a number of socio-political
concerns that are desperately in need of structural reform, rather than ‘recycling’ between various nationalities of labour
force.

NOTES
All links accessed on 09/12/2014
1. Kapiszewsk, Andrzej, ‘Arab Labour Migration to the GCC States’, in Arab migrations in a globalized world, IOM, (2004), p.119
2. It is worth mentioning that the Japanese or expats from non-Western countries are usually included in the category of well-paid jobs. The
expats from developed countries (most of which are from Europe and North America) tend to be more specialized.
3. Kapiszewsk, op. cit.
4. Nasser, Heba, Overview of Inter Arab Migration of the Work Force’, http://bit.ly/1AA1ogM
5. Ibid.
6. Kapiszewsk, op. cit , p.121
7. Ibid.
8. Fargues, Philippe. “Immigration without Inclusion: Non-nationals in Gulf State Nation Building.” Presented at the 2011 Gulf Research
Meeting (Workshop 12, Migration in the Gulf) July 6-9, 2011, University of Cambridge http://bit.ly/148UHUT
9. Mednicoff, David, “National Security and the Legal Status of Migrant Workers: Dispatches from the Arabian Gulf,” Law Review, 33:1,
(2011) http://bit.ly/1xXNt3S
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Book Review
Spyros-Vlad Oikonomou

Charles, Tripp, The Power and the People: Paths of Resistance in the Middle East,
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013
In “The power and the People”, Charles Tripp applies some of the most renown Foucauldian concepts by analyzing resistance movements across the Middle East. In particular, he manages to lay bare the connections between
seemingly unrelated aspects of resistance and its multifaceted relations with power. By doing so, he contributes
both to the better understanding of middle-eastern societies and to the further promotion of alternative ways of
perceiving our reality.
Completed in 2011 [p. 309] and published in 2013, “The Power and the People: Paths of
resistance in the Middle East” is Charles Tripp’s latest book. With a total of six chapters,
focusing on a wide variety of Middle East countries, it represents a non-linear analysis of
power and resistance, through the lens of six distinct domains in which they manifest: violent revolts and peaceful mass protests, political economy, gender politics, history, and
art. Furthermore, by examining the multiple interconnections that occur through time
and space between these two highly oppositional forces, this book also highlights the
multiform and contingent nature of their interrelation.
Undoubtedly, all of this evokes the memory of Michel Foucault, since it is his conceptualization of power relations and their intrinsic link with resistance, as well as their mutual interplay with the different kinds of knowledge, that constitute Tripp’s theoretical
point of departure.1 It should be noted, however, that Tripp’s interest in power is mostly,
though not exclusively, oriented towards the dominant forms of power, as embodied in
the imposing figures of the state, the monarch and the law, amongst others. On the other
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hand, his interest in resistance encompasses a wide variety of actors, ranging from popular mass movements to everyday, individual, acts of defiance.
In this context, “The Power and the People” examines a vast array of power’s manifestations and effects. Some of these, such
as the violent and repressive policies pursued by many Middle Eastern states, are more visible, while others, such as the production and circulation of dominant discourses of power, may be seen as more subtle, yet equally important ones. For instance,
the latter, under the guise of mainstream history or art, play a major part in the production and reinforcement of the disequilibrium of rights shown between some groups (e.g. men) and others (e.g. women). More importantly, though, Tripp observes how all forms of imposition have the capacity to produce the forces that oppose them. By virtue of its nature, power
creates spaces of inclusion and exclusion among the subjects of its application2 and, as a result, it gives life to the myriad of
dissident voices calling for reform or even radical change.
In this regard, one of Tripp’s main points is to show that the alternating degrees of violence and coercion through which
power manifests, or through which it has the potential to manifest itself, especially when faced with a perceived danger of
imminent resistance, constitute a crucial factor which shapes the ways in which resistance will display itself. Simultaneously,
it helps highlight the limits of those authoritative regimes seeking legitimization through coercion, since the deployment of
armed force as a means of silencing opposition may be seen as representing but the last fort safeguarding their survival.
Furthermore, as Tripp shows throughout his book, the contingency of rules, ideas, and creeds governing a society’s functioning
in any given time or region of the Middle East, have led to people having different experiences of power. Consequently, they
have tended to adopt different, and sometimes conflicting, views, in respect with what it is they deem worthy of resisting.
Likewise, the paths chosen by the multiplicity of societal actors opposing domination must be seen as neither uniform nor
easily attributable to any single cause and motivation. In Tripp’s words [p. 177], “how resistance is organized and where it is sited
largely depend on whether people think that the system of domination is centered in the institutions of the law, the family, the economy,
the state or the diffuse forms of culture and ideas or, more often, a mutually reinforcing mixture of all or some of these”.
At first glance, then, Berber reactions towards the imposition of a dominant identity in post-colonial Algeria may have little
in common with feminist movements across the Middle East or with the Palestinian Issue. Similarly, mass protests and mobilizations seeking to create a space for the active engagement of all in public affairs, as was the case of Tahrir square’s occupation, seem to have had no common denominator with armed resistance against Western domination or autocrats such
as Gaddafi in Libya. At the same time, these same contingencies have resulted in a highly differentiated set of targets being
chosen as the recipients of the varying forms of resistance, ranging from individuals, families and local figures of power to
the all-encompassing sphere of the international community.
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Nonetheless, as others have come to observe,3 despite the “seemingly diverse and unconnected events” presented in the book’s
chapters, Tripp manages to show that at the heart of every politics of resistance lies a set of common features and conceptualizations. Most often, and regardless of motives and aspirations, these can be summed up as the realization among those engaged in acts of defiance of their shared exclusion from the systems of power that define their lives. It is a realization, then,
addressed at power’s very essence and which, accordingly, can provide people with a unified goal in the face of a common
enemy. The result, as shown in the cases of Libya and Egypt, may be the creation of unrelenting forces that surpass power’s
means of control and suppression and manage to shake its grasp on the social fabric.
Nonetheless, unified movements of such magnitude could also be seen as fragile coalitions, based on shared, yet only temporarily, interests. As Tripp shows many Middle Eastern regimes have had the tendency to reproduce, albeit to different ends,
the same basic principles of domination used by their predecessors [pp. 68-70, 315-316]. On a more fundamental level, though,
this can be attributed to the sheer extent to which power penetrates society and the corresponding need for multiple fronts
of resistance. Besides, as shown through women’s realization that “the struggle for national self-determination tends to be dominated by gendered visions of the self” [p. 217], even the seemingly most unitary resistance movements are plagued by power’s
effects.
Nonetheless Tripp manages to show that resistance may as well open up the possibility for the constitution of new and less
power-burdened relations in the Middle East. Along some of the most interesting of his points may be that counter-narratives, utilizing history and art, may pave the way for a better and more egalitarian future. Although both history and art can
and are being used by those in power, in order to consolidate the legitimacy of the status quo in people’s eyes, they can also
be used by those resisting, with reverse effects [p. 308]. One such case, for instance, would be their use for purposes of demonstrating the existence of ethno-religious identities contesting the uniformity of the dominant one. Simultaneously, they have
the capacity to inspire people, by providing them with images of alternative ways of thinking and organizing society.
In conclusion, “The Power and the People” represents a living-breathing painting of a region in which resistance, apart from
being a dispersed, historical event, seems to form the very basis of day-to-day life. At the same time, the issues addressed can
be easily applied to resistance movements that go well beyond the narrow confines of Middle Eastern states. By casting light
both at the pitfalls and the opportunities arising from opposition to sovereign power, Tripp urges us both for critical reflection and for a cautious, yet grounded, optimism. This optimism, stems from the realization that acts of defiance against all
sorts of domination may, sooner or later, lead to the emergence of new systems of thought and, in turn, to less oppressive
power relations.
It should also be mentioned that the book’s completion by 2011 means that many of the more recent aspects of Middle East
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politics, such as the emergence of the self-proclaimed Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), are absent from the analysis.
Nonetheless, the “Power and the People” provides a useful background and a helpful set of tools for the better understanding of current, and possibly future, events, occurring in this highly discussed region of the world. It also contributes to the
further re-elaboration and rethinking of the ways in which societies are constituted and governed and to the continued (re)deployment of a counter-discourse of power and resistance.4 As such, aside from those purely interested on issues concerning
the Middle East, it may also be of interest to all those wishing to see some of Foucault’s concepts and ideas in application.

NOTES
All links accessed on 19/12/2014
1. Something he has acknowledged during a 2013 interview. See Jadaliyya, “New Texts Out Now: Charles Tripp, The Power and the People: Paths
of Resistance in the Middle East”, (1/5/2013) http://www.jadaliyya.com/pages/index/11413/new-texts-out-now_charles-tripp-the-power-and-the2. As Tripp notes [p. 312], “all forms of power are based on exclusions and inclusions of different categories of people, defined in terms of categorical rights
of access to representation, justice and resources”.
3. Smuin, Benjamin, “Review of Tripp, Charles, The Power and the People: Paths of Resistance in the Middle East”, H-Diplo (H-Net Reviews),
June 2013, p.2 http://www.h-net.org/reviews/showpdf.php?id=38629
4. Although it should be mentioned that others have come to the conclusion that Tripp may not have much to offer in terms of theoretical novelty. See Harris, Kevan, “The Power and the People: Paths of Resistance in the Middle East by Charles Tripp (review)”, The Middle East Journal, Vol.
67, No. 4, Autumn 2014, p. 661 http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/the_middle_east_journal/v067/67.4.harris.pdf
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